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Shared Memory Application Programming Aug 29 2019 Shared
Memory Application Programming presents the key concepts and
applications of parallel programming, in an accessible and engaging style
applicable to developers across many domains. Multithreaded
programming is today a core technology, at the basis of all software
development projects in any branch of applied computer science. This
book guides readers to develop insights about threaded programming
and introduces two popular platforms for multicore development:
OpenMP and Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB). Author Victor
Alessandrini leverages his rich experience to explain each platform’s
design strategies, analyzing the focus and strengths underlying their
often complementary capabilities, as well as their interoperability. The
book is divided into two parts: the first develops the essential concepts of
thread management and synchronization, discussing the way they are
implemented in native multithreading libraries (Windows threads,
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Pthreads) as well as in the modern C++11 threads standard. The second
provides an in-depth discussion of TBB and OpenMP including the latest
features in OpenMP 4.0 extensions to ensure readers’ skills are fully up
to date. Focus progressively shifts from traditional thread parallelism to
modern task parallelism deployed by modern programming
environments. Several chapter include examples drawn from a variety of
disciplines, including molecular dynamics and image processing, with full
source code and a software library incorporating a number of utilities
that readers can adapt into their own projects. Designed to introduce
threading and multicore programming to teach modern coding strategies
for developers in applied computing Leverages author Victor
Alessandrini's rich experience to explain each platform’s design
strategies, analyzing the focus and strengths underlying their often
complementary capabilities, as well as their interoperability Includes
complete, up-to-date discussions of OpenMP 4.0 and TBB Based on the
author’s training sessions, including information on source code and
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software libraries which can be repurposed
C++ Concurrency in Action Nov 24 2021 Summary This bestseller has
been updated and revised to cover all the latest changes to C++ 14 and
17! C++ Concurrency in Action, Second Edition teaches you everything
you need to write robust and elegant multithreaded applications in
C++17. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle,
and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology You
choose C++ when your applications need to run fast. Well-designed
concurrency makes them go even faster. C++ 17 delivers strong support
for the multithreaded, multiprocessor programming required for fast
graphic processing, machine learning, and other performance-sensitive
tasks. This exceptional book unpacks the features, patterns, and best
practices of production-grade C++ concurrency. About the Book C++
Concurrency in Action, Second Edition is the definitive guide to writing
elegant multithreaded applications in C++. Updated for C++ 17, it
carefully addresses every aspect of concurrent development, from
starting new threads to designing fully functional multithreaded
algorithms and data structures. Concurrency master Anthony Williams
presents examples and practical tasks in every chapter, including
insights that will delight even the most experienced developer. What's
inside Full coverage of new C++ 17 features Starting and managing
threads Synchronizing concurrent operations Designing concurrent code
Debugging multithreaded applications About the Reader Written for
intermediate C and C++ developers. No prior experience with
concurrency required. About the Author Anthony Williams has been an
active member of the BSI C++ Panel since 2001 and is the developer of
the just::thread Pro extensions to the C++ 11 thread library. Table of
Contents Hello, world of concurrency in C++! Managing threads Sharing
data between threads Synchronizing concurrent operations The C++
memory model and operations on atomic types Designing lock-based
concurrent data structures Designing lock-free concurrent data
structures Designing concurrent code Advanced thread management
Parallel algorithms Testing and debugging multithreaded applications
An Introduction to Parallel Programming Aug 02 2022 An Introduction to
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Parallel Programming, Second Edition presents a tried-and-true tutorial
approach that shows students how to develop effective parallel programs
with MPI, Pthreads and OpenMP. As the first undergraduate text to
directly address compiling and running parallel programs on multi-core
and cluster architecture, this second edition carries forward its clear
explanations for designing, debugging and evaluating the performance of
distributed and shared-memory programs while adding coverage of
accelerators via new content on GPU programming and heterogeneous
programming. New and improved user-friendly exercises teach students
how to compile, run and modify example programs. Takes a tutorial
approach, starting with small programming examples and building
progressively to more challenging examples Explains how to develop
parallel programs using MPI, Pthreads and OpenMP programming
models A robust package of online ancillaries for instructors and
students includes lecture slides, solutions manual, downloadable source
code, and an image bank New to this edition: New chapters on GPU
programming and heterogeneous programming New examples and
exercises related to parallel algorithms
Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment Mar 05 2020 The
revision of the definitive guide to Unix system programming is now
available in a more portable format.
Programming with POSIX Threads Oct 04 2022 Software -- Operating
Systems.
Programming with Threads Apr 05 2020 A practical guide and reference
to developing multithreaded programs on UNIX systems written by the
foremost experts on the technology. Covers the two main UNIX threads
and the UNIX International threads standard. All examples in the book
use the POSIX standard.
Threads Primer Mar 29 2022 Providing an overview of the Solaris and
POSIX multithreading architectures, this book explains threads at a level
that is completely accessible to programmers and system architects with
no previous knowledge of threads. It covers the business and technical
benefits of threaded programs, along with discussions of third party
software that is threaded, pointing out the benefits. It also describes the
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design of the Solaris MT API, with references to distinctions in POSIX,
contains a set of example programs which illustrate the usage of the
Solaris and POSIX APIs, and explains the use of programming tools:
Thread Analyzer, LockLint, LoopTool and Debugger.
POSIX.4 Programmers Guide Jan 15 2021 Written in an informal,
informative style, this authoritative guide goes way beyond the standard
reference manual. It discusses each of the POSIX.4 facilities and what
they mean, why and when you would use each of these facilities, and
trouble spots you might run into. c.
POSIX Programmers Guide Oct 24 2021 Most UNIX systems today are
POSIX compliant because the federal government requires it for its
purchases. Given the manufacturer's documentation, however, it can be
difficult to distinguish system-specific features from those features
defined by POSIX. The POSIX Programmer's Guide, intended as an
explanation of the POSIX standard and as a reference for the POSIX.1
programming library, helps you write more portable programs.
Hands-On Parallel Programming with C# 8 and .NET Core 3 May 19
2021 Enhance your enterprise application development skills by
mastering parallel programming techniques in .NET and C# Key
FeaturesWrite efficient, fine-grained, and scalable parallel code with C#
and .NET CoreExperience how parallel programming works by building a
powerful applicationLearn the fundamentals of multithreading by
working with IIS and KestrelBook Description In today’s world, every
CPU has a multi-core processor. However, unless your application has
implemented parallel programming, it will fail to utilize the hardware’s
full processing capacity. This book will show you how to write modern
software on the optimized and high-performing .NET Core 3 framework
using C# 8. Hands-On Parallel Programming with C# 8 and .NET Core 3
covers how to build multithreaded, concurrent, and optimized
applications that harness the power of multi-core processors. Once
you’ve understood the fundamentals of threading and concurrency, you’ll
gain insights into the data structure in .NET Core that supports
parallelism. The book will then help you perform asynchronous
programming in C# and diagnose and debug parallel code effectively.
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You’ll also get to grips with the new Kestrel server and understand the
difference between the IIS and Kestrel operating models. Finally, you’ll
learn best practices such as test-driven development, and run unit tests
on your parallel code. By the end of the book, you’ll have developed a
deep understanding of the core concepts of concurrency and asynchrony
to create responsive applications that are not CPU-intensive. What you
will learnAnalyze and break down a problem statement for
parallelismExplore the APM and EAP patterns and how to move legacy
code to TaskApply reduction techniques to get aggregated resultsCreate
PLINQ queries and study the factors that impact their performanceSolve
concurrency problems caused by producer-consumer race
conditionsDiscover the synchronization primitives available in .NET
CoreUnderstand how the threading model works with IIS and
KestrelFind out how you can make the most of server resourcesWho this
book is for If you want to learn how task parallelism is used to build
robust and scalable enterprise architecture, this book is for you. Whether
you are a beginner to parallelism in C# or an experienced architect,
you’ll find this book useful to gain insights into the different threading
models supported in .NET Standard and .NET Core. Prior knowledge of
C# is required to understand the concepts covered in this book.
Object-Oriented I/O Using C++ IOSTREAMS Jul 09 2020 Written for
C++ programmers, this is the most comprehensive guide to using the
C++ IOSTREAMS code library. The emphasis is on creating software
that supports the widest possible range of computer hardware devices.
Operating Systems Sep 30 2019 "This book is organized around three
concepts fundamental to OS construction: virtualization (of CPU and
memory), concurrency (locks and condition variables), and persistence
(disks, RAIDS, and file systems"--Back cover.
Parallel Programming Jun 19 2021 Parallel Programming: Concepts and
Practice provides an upper level introduction to parallel programming. In
addition to covering general parallelism concepts, this text teaches
practical programming skills for both shared memory and distributed
memory architectures. The authors’ open-source system for automated
code evaluation provides easy access to parallel computing resources,
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making the book particularly suitable for classroom settings. Covers
parallel programming approaches for single computer nodes and HPC
clusters: OpenMP, multithreading, SIMD vectorization, MPI, UPC++
Contains numerous practical parallel programming exercises Includes
access to an automated code evaluation tool that enables students the
opportunity to program in a web browser and receive immediate
feedback on the result validity of their program Features an examplebased teaching of concept to enhance learning outcomes
C++ Network Programming, Volume I Jan 03 2020 As networks, devices,
and systems continue to evolve, software engineers face the unique
challenge of creating reliable distributed applications within frequently
changing environments. C++ Network Programming, Volume 1, provides
practical solutions for developing and optimizing complex distributed
systems using the ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE), a
revolutionary open-source framework that runs on dozens of hardware
platforms and operating systems. This book guides software
professionals through the traps and pitfalls of developing efficient,
portable, and flexible networked applications. It explores the inherent
design complexities of concurrent networked applications and the
tradeoffs that must be considered when working to master them. C++
Network Programming begins with an overview of the issues and tools
involved in writing distributed concurrent applications. The book then
provides the essential design dimensions, patterns, and principles
needed to develop flexible and efficient concurrent networked
applications. The book's expert author team shows you how to enhance
design skills while applying C++ and patterns effectively to develop
object-oriented networked applications. Readers will find coverage of:
C++ network programming, including an overview and strategies for
addressing common development challenges The ACE Toolkit Connection
protocols, message exchange, and message-passing versus shared
memory Implementation methods for reusable networked application
services Concurrency in object-oriented network programming Design
principles and patterns for ACE wrapper facades With this book, C++
developers have at their disposal the most complete toolkit available for
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developing successful, multiplatform, concurrent networked applications
with ease and efficiency.
Advanced Linux Programming Feb 02 2020 This is the eBook version of
the printed book. If the print book includes a CD-ROM, this content is not
included within the eBook version. Advanced Linux Programming is
divided into two parts. The first covers generic UNIX system services,
but with a particular eye towards Linux specific information. This portion
of the book will be of use even to advanced programmers who have
worked with other Linux systems since it will cover Linux specific details
and differences. For programmers without UNIX experience, it will be
even more valuable. The second section covers material that is entirely
Linux specific. These are truly advanced topics, and are the techniques
that the gurus use to build great applications. While this book will focus
mostly on the Application Programming Interface (API) provided by the
Linux kernel and the C library, a preliminary introduction to the
development tools available will allow all who purchase the book to make
immediate use of Linux.
Systems Programming in Unix/Linux Aug 22 2021 Covering all the
essential components of Unix/Linux, including process management,
concurrent programming, timer and time service, file systems and
network programming, this textbook emphasizes programming practice
in the Unix/Linux environment. Systems Programming in Unix/Linux is
intended as a textbook for systems programming courses in technicallyoriented Computer Science/Engineering curricula that emphasize both
theory and programming practice. The book contains many detailed
working example programs with complete source code. It is also suitable
for self-study by advanced programmers and computer enthusiasts.
Systems programming is an indispensable part of Computer
Science/Engineering education. After taking an introductory
programming course, this book is meant to further knowledge by
detailing how dynamic data structures are used in practice, using
programming exercises and programming projects on such topics as C
structures, pointers, link lists and trees. This book provides a wide range
of knowledge about computer systemsoftware and advanced
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programming skills, allowing readers to interface with operatingsystem
kernel, make efficient use of system resources and develop application
software.It also prepares readers with the needed background to pursue
advanced studies inComputer Science/Engineering, such as operating
systems, embedded systems, databasesystems, data mining, artificial
intelligence, computer networks, network security,distributed and
parallel computing.
Pthreads Programming Apr 29 2022
Linux System Programming Feb 25 2022 UNIX, UNIX LINUX & UNIX
TCL/TK. Write software that makes the most effective use of the Linux
system, including the kernel and core system libraries. The majority of
both Unix and Linux code is still written at the system level, and this
book helps you focus on everything above the kernel, where applications
such as Apache, bash, cp, vim, Emacs, gcc, gdb, glibc, ls, mv, and X exist.
Written primarily for engineers looking to program at the low level, this
updated edition of Linux System Programming gives you an
understanding of core internals that makes for better code, no matter
where it appears in the stack. -- Provided by publisher.
Learn Programming Oct 31 2019 This book is aimed at readers who are
interested in software development but have very little to no prior
experience. The book focuses on teaching the core principles around
software development. It uses several technologies to this goal (e.g. C,
Python, JavaScript, HTML, etc.) but is not a book about the technologies
themselves. The reader will learn the basics (or in some cases more) of
various technologies along the way, but the focus is on building a
foundation for software development. The book is your guided tour
through the programming jungle, aiming to provide some clarity and
build the foundation for software development skills. The book web site
is https: //progbook.org/
Java Concurrency in Practice Sep 10 2020 Threads are a fundamental
part of the Java platform. As multicore processors become the norm,
using concurrency effectively becomes essential for building highperformance applications. Java SE 5 and 6 are a huge step forward for
the development of concurrent applications, with improvements to the
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Java Virtual Machine to support high-performance, highly scalable
concurrent classes and a rich set of new concurrency building blocks. In
Java Concurrency in Practice , the creators of these new facilities explain
not only how they work and how to use them, but also the motivation and
design patterns behind them. However, developing, testing, and
debugging multithreaded programs can still be very difficult; it is all too
easy to create concurrent programs that appear to work, but fail when it
matters most: in production, under heavy load. Java Concurrency in
Practice arms readers with both the theoretical underpinnings and
concrete techniques for building reliable, scalable, maintainable
concurrent applications. Rather than simply offering an inventory of
concurrency APIs and mechanisms, it provides design rules, patterns,
and mental models that make it easier to build concurrent programs that
are both correct and performant. This book covers: Basic concepts of
concurrency and thread safety Techniques for building and composing
thread-safe classes Using the concurrency building blocks in
java.util.concurrent Performance optimization dos and don'ts Testing
concurrent programs Advanced topics such as atomic variables,
nonblocking algorithms, and the Java Memory Model
Thread Time Dec 14 2020 The easiest way for programmers to learn
important new multi-threading techniques that are increasingly
important in Windows NT/95, UNIX, POSIX, and other application
development.Each concept in the book is illustrated with a picture,
making this an exceptionally easy-to-understand guide. The book
introduces the process model, the thread model, and basic thread
management functions. Learn how to synchronize and schedule threads.
In a Programming Guidelines chapter, learn the basic do's and don'ts of
multithreaded programming. The book includes extensive examples,
exercises and references, including manual pages, debugging advice,
and a CD-ROM loaded with practical information.This book is an effective
introduction to multithreading for both professional programmers and
students.
Design of Multithreaded Software Apr 17 2021 This book assumes
familiarity with threads (in a language such as Ada, C#, or Java) and
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introduces the entity-life modeling (ELM) design approach for certain
kinds of multithreaded software. ELM focuses on "reactive systems,"
which continuously interact with the problem environment. These
"reactive systems" include embedded systems, as well as such interactive
systems as cruise controllers and automated teller machines. Part I
covers two fundamentals: program-language thread support and state
diagramming. These are necessary for understanding ELM and are
provided primarily for reference. Part II covers ELM from different
angles. Part III positions ELM relative to other design approaches.
Pro TBB May 07 2020 This open access book is a modern guide for all
C++ programmers to learn Threading Building Blocks (TBB). Written by
TBB and parallel programming experts, this book reflects their collective
decades of experience in developing and teaching parallel programming
with TBB, offering their insights in an approachable manner. Throughout
the book the authors present numerous examples and best practices to
help you become an effective TBB programmer and leverage the power
of parallel systems. Pro TBB starts with the basics, explaining parallel
algorithms and C++'s built-in standard template library for parallelism.
You'll learn the key concepts of managing memory, working with data
structures and how to handle typical issues with synchronization. Later
chapters apply these ideas to complex systems to explain performance
tradeoffs, mapping common parallel patterns, controlling threads and
overhead, and extending TBB to program heterogeneous systems or
system-on-chips. What You'll Learn Use Threading Building Blocks to
produce code that is portable, simple, scalable, and more
understandableReview best practices for parallelizing computationally
intensive tasks in your applications Integrate TBB with other threading
packages Create scalable, high performance data-parallel programs
Work with generic programming to write efficient algorithms Who This
Book Is For C++ programmers learning to run applications on multicore
systems, as well as C or C++ programmers without much experience
with templates. No previous experience with parallel programming or
multicore processors is required.
Scientific Programming and Computer Architecture Jul 21 2021 A
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variety of programming models relevant to scientists explained, with an
emphasis on how programming constructs map to parts of the computer.
What makes computer programs fast or slow? To answer this question,
we have to get behind the abstractions of programming languages and
look at how a computer really works. This book examines and explains a
variety of scientific programming models (programming models relevant
to scientists) with an emphasis on how programming constructs map to
different parts of the computer's architecture. Two themes emerge:
program speed and program modularity. Throughout this book, the
premise is to "get under the hood," and the discussion is tied to specific
programs. The book digs into linkers, compilers, operating systems, and
computer architecture to understand how the different parts of the
computer interact with programs. It begins with a review of C/C++ and
explanations of how libraries, linkers, and Makefiles work. Programming
models covered include Pthreads, OpenMP, MPI, TCP/IP, and CUDA.The
emphasis on how computers work leads the reader into computer
architecture and occasionally into the operating system kernel. The
operating system studied is Linux, the preferred platform for scientific
computing. Linux is also open source, which allows users to peer into its
inner workings. A brief appendix provides a useful table of machines
used to time programs. The book's website
(https://github.com/divakarvi/bk-spca) has all the programs described in
the book as well as a link to the html text.
Hands-On System Programming with Linux May 31 2022 Get up and
running with system programming concepts in Linux Key
FeaturesAcquire insight on Linux system architecture and its
programming interfacesGet to grips with core concepts such as process
management, signalling and pthreadsPacked with industry best practices
and dozens of code examplesBook Description The Linux OS and its
embedded and server applications are critical components of today’s
software infrastructure in a decentralized, networked universe. The
industry's demand for proficient Linux developers is only rising with
time. Hands-On System Programming with Linux gives you a solid
theoretical base and practical industry-relevant descriptions, and covers
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the Linux system programming domain. It delves into the art and science
of Linux application programming— system architecture, process
memory and management, signaling, timers, pthreads, and file IO. This
book goes beyond the use API X to do Y approach; it explains the
concepts and theories required to understand programming interfaces
and design decisions, the tradeoffs made by experienced developers
when using them, and the rationale behind them. Troubleshooting tips
and techniques are included in the concluding chapter. By the end of this
book, you will have gained essential conceptual design knowledge and
hands-on experience working with Linux system programming interfaces.
What you will learnExplore the theoretical underpinnings of Linux
system architectureUnderstand why modern OSes use virtual memory
and dynamic memory APIsGet to grips with dynamic memory issues and
effectively debug themLearn key concepts and powerful system APIs
related to process managementEffectively perform file IO and use
signaling and timersDeeply understand multithreading concepts,
pthreads APIs, synchronization and schedulingWho this book is for
Hands-On System Programming with Linux is for Linux system
engineers, programmers, or anyone who wants to go beyond using an
API set to understanding the theoretical underpinnings and concepts
behind powerful Linux system programming APIs. To get the most out of
this book, you should be familiar with Linux at the user-level logging in,
using shell via the command line interface, the ability to use tools such
as find, grep, and sort. Working knowledge of the C programming
language is required. No prior experience with Linux systems
programming is assumed.
Multithreaded Programming with Java Technology Sep 22 2021
"Multithreaded Programming with Java Technology is the first complete
guide to multithreaded development with the Java 2 platform.
Multithreading experts Bil Lewis and Daniel J. Berg cover the underlying
structures upon which threads are built; thread construction; and thread
lifecycles, including birth, life, death, and cancellation. Next, using
extensive code examples, they cover everything developers need to know
to make the most of multithreading."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
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The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming Feb 13 2021 *
Clear and abundant examples, using real-world code, written by three
experienced developers who write networking code for a living. *
Describes how to build clients and servers, explains how TCP, UDP, and
IP work, and shows how to debug networking applications via packet
sniffing and deconstruction. * Well suited for Windows developer looking
to expand to Linux, or for the proficient Linux developer looking to
incorporate client-server programming into their application.
Multithreaded Programming with Pthreads Sep 03 2022 In-depth
coverage is given of the emerging POSIX Threads library for UNIX and
how to code with it. These pages explain the concepts and foundations of
threads programming, including real-life constructions. The book
compares and contrasts the Pthreads library with those for OS/2 and
Windows NT throughout.
Intel Threading Building Blocks Jun 07 2020 Book explains how to
maximize the benefits of Intel's new dual-core and multi-core processors
through a portable C++ library that works on Windows, Linux,
Macintosh, and Unix systems.
The Linux Programmer's Toolbox Aug 10 2020 Master the Linux Tools
That Will Make You a More Productive, Effective Programmer The Linux
Programmer's Toolbox helps you tap into the vast collection of open
source tools available for GNU/Linux. Author John Fusco systematically
describes the most useful tools available on most GNU/Linux
distributions using concise examples that you can easily modify to meet
your needs. You'll start by learning the basics of downloading, building,
and installing open source projects. You'll then learn how open source
tools are distributed, and what to look for to avoid wasting time on
projects that aren't ready for you. Next, you'll learn the ins and outs of
building your own projects. Fusco also demonstrates what to look for in a
text editor, and may even show you a few new tricks in your favorite text
editor. You'll enhance your knowledge of the Linux kernel by learning
how it interacts with your software. Fusco walks you through the
fundamentals of the Linux kernel with simple, thought-provoking
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examples that illustrate the principles behind the operating system. Then
he shows you how to put this knowledge to use with more advanced
tools. He focuses on how to interpret output from tools like sar, vmstat,
valgrind, strace, and apply it to your application; how to take advantage
of various programming APIs to develop your own tools; and how to write
code that monitors itself. Next, Fusco covers tools that help you enhance
the performance of your software. He explains the principles behind
today's multicore CPUs and demonstrates how to squeeze the most
performance from these systems. Finally, you'll learn tools and
techniques to debug your code under any circumstances. Coverage
includes Maximizing productivity with editors, revision control tools,
source code browsers, and "beautifiers" Interpreting the kernel: what
your tools are telling you Understanding processes–and the tools
available for managing them Tracing and resolving application
bottlenecks with gprof and valgrind Streamlining and automating the
documentation process Rapidly finding help, solutions, and workarounds
when you need them Optimizing program code with sar, vmstat, iostat,
and other tools Debugging IPC with shell commands: signals, pipes,
sockets, files, and IPC objects Using printf, gdb, and other essential
debugging tools Foreword Preface Acknowledgments About the Author
Chapter 1 Downloading and Installing Open Source Tools Chapter 2
Building from Source Chapter 3 Finding Help Chapter 4 Editing and
Maintaining Source Files Chapter 5 What Every Developer Should Know
about the Kernel Chapter 6 Understanding Processes Chapter 7
Communication between Processes Chapter 8 Debugging IPC with Shell
Commands Chapter 9 Performance Tuning Chapter 10 Debugging Index
Programming Embedded Systems Oct 12 2020 Authored by two of the
leading authorities in the field, this guide offers readers the knowledge
and skills needed to achieve proficiency with embedded software.
Mastering C++ Programming Dec 26 2021 Take your C++ coding to the
next level by leveraging the latest features and advanced techniques to
building high performing, reliable applications. About This Book Get
acquainted with the latest features in C++ 17 Take advantage of the
myriad of features and possibilities that C++ offers to build real-world
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applications Write clear and expressive code in C++, and get insights
into how to keep your code error-free Who This Book Is For This book is
for experienced C++ developers. If you are a novice C++ developer,
then it's highly recommended that you get a solid understanding of the
C++ language before reading this book What You Will Learn Write
modular C++ applications in terms of the existing and newly introduced
features Identify code-smells, clean up, and refactor legacy C++
applications Leverage the possibilities provided by Cucumber and Google
Test/Mock to automate test cases Test frameworks with C++ Get
acquainted with the new C++17 features Develop GUI applications in
C++ Build portable cross-platform applications using standard C++
features In Detail C++ has come a long way and has now been adopted
in several contexts. Its key strengths are its software infrastructure and
resource-constrained applications. The C++ 17 release will change the
way developers write code, and this book will help you master your
developing skills with C++. With real-world, practical examples
explaining each concept, the book will begin by introducing you to the
latest features in C++ 17. It encourages clean code practices in C++ in
general, and demonstrates the GUI app-development options in C++.
You'll get tips on avoiding memory leaks using smart-pointers. Next,
you'll see how multi-threaded programming can help you achieve
concurrency in your applications. Moving on, you'll get an in-depth
understanding of the C++ Standard Template Library. We show you the
concepts of implementing TDD and BDD in your C++ programs, and
explore template-based generic programming, giving you the expertise to
build powerful applications. Finally, we'll round up with debugging
techniques and best practices.By the end of the book, you'll have an indepth understanding of the language and its various facets. Style and
approach This straightforward guide will help you level up your skills in
C++ programming, be it for enterprise software or for low-latency
applications like games. Filled with real-world, practical examples, this
book will take you gradually up the steep learning curve that is C++.
Extreme C Jan 27 2022 Push the limits of what C - and you - can do, with
this high-intensity guide to the most advanced capabilities of C Key
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FeaturesMake the most of C’s low-level control, flexibility, and high
performanceA comprehensive guide to C’s most powerful and
challenging featuresA thought-provoking guide packed with hands-on
exercises and examplesBook Description There’s a lot more to C than
knowing the language syntax. The industry looks for developers with a
rigorous, scientific understanding of the principles and practices.
Extreme C will teach you to use C’s advanced low-level power to write
effective, efficient systems. This intensive, practical guide will help you
become an expert C programmer. Building on your existing C knowledge,
you will master preprocessor directives, macros, conditional compilation,
pointers, and much more. You will gain new insight into algorithm
design, functions, and structures. You will discover how C helps you
squeeze maximum performance out of critical, resource-constrained
applications. C still plays a critical role in 21st-century programming,
remaining the core language for precision engineering, aviations, space
research, and more. This book shows how C works with Unix, how to
implement OO principles in C, and fully covers multi-processing. In
Extreme C, Amini encourages you to think, question, apply, and
experiment for yourself. The book is essential for anybody who wants to
take their C to the next level. What you will learnBuild advanced C
knowledge on strong foundations, rooted in first principlesUnderstand
memory structures and compilation pipeline and how they work, and how
to make most out of themApply object-oriented design principles to your
procedural C codeWrite low-level code that’s close to the hardware and
squeezes maximum performance out of a computer systemMaster
concurrency, multithreading, multi-processing, and integration with
other languagesUnit Testing and debugging, build systems, and interprocess communication for C programmingWho this book is for Extreme
C is for C programmers who want to dig deep into the language and its
capabilities. It will help you make the most of the low-level control C
gives you.
Modern Multithreading Jul 01 2022 Master the essentials of concurrent
programming,including testingand debugging This textbook examines
languages and libraries for multithreadedprogramming. Readers learn
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how to create threads in Java and C++,and develop essential concurrent
programming and problem-solvingskills. Moreover, the textbook sets
itself apart from othercomparable works by helping readers to become
proficient in keytesting and debugging techniques. Among the topics
covered, readersare introduced to the relevant aspects of Java, the
POSIX Pthreadslibrary, and the Windows Win32 Applications
ProgrammingInterface. The authors have developed and fine-tuned this
book through theconcurrent programming courses they have taught for
the past twentyyears. The material, which emphasizes practical tools
andtechniques to solve concurrent programming problems,
includesoriginal results from the authors' research. Chaptersinclude: *
Introduction to concurrent programming * The critical section problem *
Semaphores and locks * Monitors * Message-passing * Message-passing
in distributed programs * Testing and debugging concurrent programs
As an aid to both students and instructors, class libraries havebeen
implemented to provide working examples of all the materialthat is
covered. These libraries and the testing techniques theysupport can be
used to assess student-written programs. Each chapter includes
exercises that build skills in programwriting and help ensure that
readers have mastered the chapter'skey concepts. The source code for all
the listings in the text andfor the synchronization libraries is also
provided, as well asstartup files and test cases for the exercises. This
textbook is designed for upper-level undergraduates andgraduate
students in computer science. With its abundance ofpractical material
and inclusion of working code, coupled with anemphasis on testing and
debugging, it is also a highly usefulreference for practicing
programmers.
Mastering C++ Multithreading Nov 12 2020 Master multithreading and
concurrent processing with C++ About This Book Delve into the
fundamentals of multithreading and concurrency and find out how to
implement them Explore atomic operations to optimize code
performance Apply concurrency to both distributed computing and
GPGPU processing Who This Book Is For This book is for intermediate
C++ developers who wish to extend their knowledge of multithreading
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and concurrent processing. You should have basic experience with
multithreading and be comfortable using C++ development toolchains
on the command line. What You Will Learn Deep dive into the details of
the how various operating systems currently implement multithreading
Choose the best multithreading APIs when designing a new application
Explore the use of mutexes, spin-locks, and other synchronization
concepts and see how to safely pass data between threads Understand
the level of API support provided by various C++ toolchains Resolve
common issues in multithreaded code and recognize common pitfalls
using tools such as Memcheck, CacheGrind, DRD, Helgrind, and more
Discover the nature of atomic operations and understand how they can
be useful in optimizing code Implement a multithreaded application in a
distributed computing environment Design a C++-based GPGPU
application that employs multithreading In Detail Multithreaded
applications execute multiple threads in a single processor environment,
allowing developers achieve concurrency. This book will teach you the
finer points of multithreading and concurrency concepts and how to
apply them efficiently in C++. Divided into three modules, we start with
a brief introduction to the fundamentals of multithreading and
concurrency concepts. We then take an in-depth look at how these
concepts work at the hardware-level as well as how both operating
systems and frameworks use these low-level functions. In the next
module, you will learn about the native multithreading and concurrency
support available in C++ since the 2011 revision, synchronization and
communication between threads, debugging concurrent C++
applications, and the best programming practices in C++. In the final
module, you will learn about atomic operations before moving on to
apply concurrency to distributed and GPGPU-based processing. The
comprehensive coverage of essential multithreading concepts means you
will be able to efficiently apply multithreading concepts while coding in
C++. Style and approach This book is filled with examples that will help
you become a master at writing robust concurrent and parallel
applications in C++.
Algorithms and Parallel Computing Jun 27 2019 There is a software
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gap between the hardware potential and the performance that can be
attained using today's software parallel program development tools. The
tools need manual intervention by the programmer to parallelize the
code. Programming a parallel computer requires closely studying the
target algorithm or application, more so than in the traditional sequential
programming we have all learned. The programmer must be aware of the
communication and data dependencies of the algorithm or application.
This book provides the techniques to explore the possible ways to
program a parallel computer for a given application.
Understanding and Using C Pointers Dec 02 2019 Improve your
programming through a solid understanding of C pointers and memory
management. With this practical book, you’ll learn how pointers provide
the mechanism to dynamically manipulate memory, enhance support for
data structures, and enable access to hardware. Author Richard Reese
shows you how to use pointers with arrays, strings, structures, and
functions, using memory models throughout the book. Difficult to master,
pointers provide C with much flexibility and power—yet few resources
are dedicated to this data type. This comprehensive book has the
information you need, whether you’re a beginner or an experienced C or
C++ programmer or developer. Get an introduction to pointers,
including the declaration of different pointer types Learn about dynamic
memory allocation, de-allocation, and alternative memory management
techniques Use techniques for passing or returning data to and from
functions Understand the fundamental aspects of arrays as they relate to
pointers Explore the basics of strings and how pointers are used to
support them Examine why pointers can be the source of security
problems, such as buffer overflow Learn several pointer techniques, such
as the use of opaque pointers, bounded pointers and, the restrict
keyword
Concurrent Programming in Java Jul 29 2019 Software -Programming Languages.
Multi-Threaded Programming in C++ Mar 17 2021 This is a clear
introduction to the basic concepts of multi-threadingcomplemented by a
detailed description of the multi-threading facilities available under the
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UNIX and Windows operating systems. The implementation mechanisms
are hidden within C++ classes, which then provide standardized
interfaces to the functionality. With traditional single-threaded
programming, objects serve as passive repositories of functionality that
are invoked by external codemulti-threading allows objects to become
active entities that independently perform their own processing.
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PThreads Programming Nov 05 2022 With threads programming,
multiple tasks run concurrently within the same program. They can share
a single CPU as processes do or take advantage of multiple CPUs when
available. They provide a clean way to divide the tasks of a program
while sharing data.
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